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Company: Worley

Location: Ruwais

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Building on our past. Ready for the future

Worley is a global professional services company of energy, chemicals and resources

experts headquartered in Australia.

Right now, we’re bridging two worlds as we accelerate to more sustainable energy sources,

while helping our customers provide the energy, chemicals and resources that society

needs now.

We partner with our customers to deliver projects and create value over the life of their

portfolio of assets. We solve complex problems by finding integrated data-centric solutions

from the first stages of consulting and engineering to installation and commissioning, to the

last stages of decommissioning and remediation. Join us and help drive innovation and

sustainability in our projects.

Job Specific Accountabilities

External and Internal Interfaces

·Interface Engineer, Project Interfaces, is responsible for engineering coordination and

Execution of assigned Interface requirements through close interaction with Internal and

External parties / Stakeholders / End Users / EPC Contractors and will also identify,

develop, coordinate, expedite and steward till closure of all Project Interfaces.

·Coordinates and establishes the regular interface meetings between EPC Contractor and

Company.

·Leads the discussions and frequent coordination Operations, Material Handling Operations

and Turn around Team for the execution of the interface activities.
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·Provides regular updates on Project Interfaces to Process/Commissioning Manager and

provides monthly and weekly reports for progress and proactively identifying Interface issues.

·Coordinates and participates in various project related interface meetings and activities &

ensure the timely completion of the battery limit tie-ins, tie-ins related to scopes

Technical Integration

·Focal point and responsible to identify, define and execute the technical / physical internal

and external interfaces through EPC phase by establishing Interface Point registers.

·Well monitoring and control of the IP Databases, managed for IP’s and IQ’s initiation/

correspondence / agreements to align with agreed Interdependency Schedule between EPC

contractor and various Stakeholders.

·Actively participates in reviewing the Project Scope of work, various implementing strategies,

execution plan, Constructing Strategies, etc.

General

·Maintain regular meetings with interface discipline counterpart for timely discipline activity

coordination & problems resolution as applicable.

·Communicate discipline specific updates/areas of concern on regular basis to the

Process/Commissioning Manager.

·Address technical conflicts & disputes with Counterpart (CONTRACTOR) in a professional

& systematic manner, relevant to governing specifications/codes & actual situation.

Operational Plans

·Oversee and lead the interface executions and achievement to ensure achieving the desired

outputs and performance by the team.

·Continuously monitor the pre-commissioning/commissioning schedule of the project AND

Procedures are developed by the EPC contractor and reviewed by company on time.

·Focus the development and ensure proper cascade of the status of the schedule to

Process/Commissioning Manager in order to avoid any slippage.

HSE Excellence and Sustainability

·Keep abreast and knowledgeable on the updates for Health, Safety, Environment, Crisis

Management, and Risk Registers for all the performed processes, projects, and activities

within the operating zone.

·Monitor, promote, communicate, and lead by example all the safety-related communications,

updates, standards, and any related topics with co-workers and within any interface.

Comply with relevant HSE policies, procedures & controls and applicable legislation and



sustainability guidelines in line with international standards, best practices and ADNOC

Code of Practices.

Moving forward together

We want our people to be energized and empowered to drive sustainable impact. So, our focus

is on a values-inspired culture that unlocks brilliance through belonging, connection and

innovation.

We’re building a diverse, inclusive and respectful workplace. Creating a space where

everyone feels they belong, can be themselves, and are heard.

And we're not just talking about it; we're doing it. We're reskilling our people, leveraging

transferable skills, and supporting the transition of our workforce to become experts in

today's low carbon energy infrastructure and technology.

Whatever your ambition, there’s a path for you here. And there’s no barrier to your potential

career success. Join us to broaden your horizons, explore diverse opportunities, and be part of

delivering sustainable change.

Minimum Qualification

·Must be a Bachelor degree holder (Mechanical / chemical) or any equivalent degree.

·Fluent in written and spoken English

·Proven skills and experience in brown field and green field projects.

Minimum Experience & Knowledge & Skills 

·Extensive professional experience in oil / gas / petrochemical industry.

·Must possess excellent leadership and communication skills including experience in interface

management role in the Projects.

·Experience of working with Multiple packages for FEED and EPC Projects

·Experience in Project execution and knowledge of engineering standards is preferred.

·Promote team working and productive operating climate with a multi-cultural, multi-national

workforce.

·Excellent time management skills with a proven ability to meet deadlines.

·Strong analytical and problem-solving skills.

·Ability to prioritize tasks.

Technical Competencies

·Working knowledge of various reviews such as PFD/P& IDs review, Hazop reviews and 3D



Model reviews etc.

·Expert in technical report writing, technical / coordination procedure and formal technical

correspondence.

·Able to interpret engineering drawings and development of interface point design parameters.

Proficient in the use of computers and able to work with the relevant engineering software.
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